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Abstract� We analyze the response times of vari�
ous regions of the magnetosphere�ionosphere system
to sudden southward turnings of the IMF� Our data
set consists of �� events during which the IMF BZ

component was observed by WIND to change from a
steady northward �eld to a southward �eld� which sub�
sequently led to a substorm� The magnetospheric re�
sponse to such IMF southward turnings is examined us�
ing data from the POLAR EFI experiment� the GOES
� magnetometer� and ground magnetometers� The
POLAR�EFI was used to investigate changes in the
polar cap electric �eld which occurred in response to
the changing interplanetary electric �eld� and these re�
sults are compared with response timings derived from
high�latitude ground magnetometers� POLAR�EFI
data show responses in the polar cap about �	 min�
utes after the arrival of the IMF change at the mag�
netopause� Auroral zone magnetograms and geosyn�
chronous spacecraft measurements are utilized to eval�
uate the response timing within the closed �eld line
region� In one event examined in detail� the start of
a substorm growth phase was observed by GOES � in
the midnight sector of geosynchronous orbit about two
minutes before POLAR observed a response in the po�
lar cap� Using superposed epoch analysis� we calculate
typical response times in the polar cap� in the night�
side plasma sheet� and in the ionosphere in order to
discuss the various suggested mechanisms for informa�
tion propagation from the subsolar magnetopause into
the magnetosphere� We �nd that for the set of ten
events for which GOES � and the CANOPUS array
are in the midnight sector� the �eld at geosynchronous
as measured by GOES responds at or before the time
of response in the polar cap as measured by POLAR�
suggesting di
erent methods of information propaga�
tion�

�� Introduction

Southward turnings of the IMF are known to initi�
ate the transfer of energy from the solar wind into the
magnetosphere that culminates in substorms �Baker

at al�� ����� and references therein�� While the en�
tire magnetosphere reacts to these events� the meth�
ods of information propagation from the reconnec�
tion site throughout the magnetosphere are not well�
established� This study uses satellite and ground�based
monitors to investigate the propagation of information
into the polar cap and geosynchronous orbit regions�
as well as the auroral ionosphere�
Much work has been done on the response of the

polar ionosphere to changes in the IMF� For example�
Cumnock et al� ������ investigated the polar cap re�
sponse to a BY rotation in one particular event and
Hairston and Heelis ����	� analyzed a single three�day
period during which there were �ve IMF BZ southward
turnings� Hairston and Heelis used DMSP data to ob�
tain polar cap convection patterns and determined that
the response time of the polar ionosphere to the IMF
reversals was about � to �	 minutes� This lag was in�
terpreted as an inertial response time of the ionosphere
to IMF changes�
Work by Ridley et al� ����� focused on the iono�

spheric response to southward IMF turnings for six
events� Ridley et al� used the Assimilative Mapping
of Ionospheric Electrodynamics �AMIE� technique to
investigate polar cap convection patterns in response
to IMF BZ reversals� They determined that the iono�
spheric convection changes grew linearly with time and
were linearly proportional to the change observed in
the IMF BY or BZ components� Further work by Rid�

ley et al� ������ used the same technique to investigate
�	 events for a statistical study� They found that re�
con�guration of the polar convection patterns started
about ��� � ��� minutes after the solar wind change
reached the magnetopause and continued to recon�g�
ure for about �� minutes until it reached a steady state�
Turner et al� ������ showed that the mean of the

polar cap electric �eld at altitudes of 	�� RE typi�
cally changes within �	 minutes of an IMF southward
turning� They also presented a single event where the
GOES � magnetometer� near midnight local time� re�
sponded to the IMF before the polar cap response was
measured�



In this study� we investigate the absolute and rel�
ative timings of responses seen in the polar cap and
geosynchronous orbit and on the ground after sharp
IMF changes to determine the response times of the
various regions to changing solar wind conditions� In
particular� we look at �� events during which the IMF
BZ component changed from northward to southward
�corresponding to interplanetary EY changing from
negative to positive� after at least an hour of steady�
northward IMF conditions� We also conduct a super�
posed epoch analysis of the electric �eld measured by
POLAR as well as the magnetic �elds measured by
GOES � and the CANOPUS magnetometer array for
all ten events for which GOES � was near midnight in
its geosynchronous orbit�

�� Instrumentation

Several spacecraft� both inside and outside the mag�
netosphere� were used in this study� The WIND space�
craft was used to provide magnetic �eld and solar wind
data which were then used to identify events� Inside
the magnetosphere were GOES � and POLAR� GOES
� is in a geosynchronous orbit and was used for mag�
netic �eld measurements� both to identify substorm
timings and to obtain information about the inner
magnetosphere dynamics and response� The CANO�
PUS array of ground�based magnetometers was used to
provide information about the timing of the responses
observed on the ground�
The POLAR spacecraft is in a highly elliptical orbit

which reaches apogee at about � RE over the north
pole and perigee at ��� RE over the south pole� The
EFI instrument on POLAR was used to obtain elec�
tric �eld data in the northern polar cap� The three�
dimensional �eld measurements were taken by three
pairs of booms� two wire boom pairs in the spin plane
of the spacecraft and one rigid stacer pair on the spin
axis� The sensors on the spin�plane booms are about
��� meters apart� while the spin�axis sensors are only
���� meters apart� This di
erence is because those in
the spin plane can be held away from the spacecraft
centrifugally� while the on�axis booms must be rigid
and are therefore shorter �Harvey et al�� ���	�� Be�
cause the on�axis booms are closer to the spacecraft�
they are more sensitive to the spacecraft potential and
the plasma environment around the satellite� To avoid
contamination di�culties with the shorter booms� only
the spin�plane measurements are used in this study�

�� Observations and Data Analysis

���� Event Selection

Sudden changes in the IMF BZ from northward to
southward which followed an hour or more of relatively
stable IMF conditions were examined� These event
identi�cations were made using data from June� ����
through April� ��� from the WIND MFI magnetome�
ter� Selections were further narrowed by choosing only
those events for which POLAR was in the northern po�

BZ (GSE) from WIND
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Figure �� Data from the June �� ���� event

lar cap� The northern cap is preferable to the south�
ern cap because POLAR apogee is over the northern
cap� Thus� the spacecraft spends a much longer time
in the northern than the southern polar region� making
it easier to separate temporal from spatial e
ects� The
events were then examined to �nd times when GOES �
and the CANOPUS chain were in the midnight sector
of geosynchronous orbit� leaving ten of the events used
for the electric �eld superposition that could be stud�
ied using GOES � and the CANOPUS magnetometer
array as well�

���� June ��� ���� Event

Turner et al� ������ studied an event which oc�
curred on June �� ���� which showed a response at
geosynchronous orbit before the response measured by
POLAR� In this event� the arrival time of the discon�
tinuity at the magnetopause was estimated to be ���
UT� The POLAR spacecraft was located in the polar
cap� almost at apogee� at the predicted arrival time of
the discontinuity at Earth� At ��� UT� the E��eld
�Figure �� panel �� underwent a sudden state change�
The measured E��eld was observed to change from a
widely varying and rapidly �uctuating character to rel�
atively smooth� steady values in addition to a sudden
change in the mean of the �eld�
At ��	 UT� GOES �� which was located near local

midnight in geosynchronous orbit� observed Hp �Fig�
ure �� panel ��� the magnetic �eld component parallel
to the Earth�s spin axis� to start decreasing� This de�
crease indicated �eld line stretching in the tail� and was
the start of the substorm growth phase �e�g�� Baker et

al�� ���� and Singer and Wolf� ������ Note that this
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Figure �� Superpositions of solar wind BZ and polar
cap electric �eld data for �� events� The third panel
shows individual traces of the electric �eld data� �from
Turner et al� �������

growth phase began just before POLAR detected an E�
�eld change� The growth phase continued for about an
hour and a half� and then substorm onset occurred at
��	� UT� as indicated by the dipolarization of the mag�
netic �eld observed by GOES �� Further� the E��eld
state change seen by POLAR reversed after � hours
and 	� minutes� which was the same duration that the
interplanetary BZ was predominantly southward�

�� Superposed Epoch Studies

A superposition was conducted of all �� events with
the expectation that random changes would tend to
average away� highlighting only consistent IMF�driven
responses �Figure ��� and then a second superposition
was conducted for the ten events for which GOES � was
in the midnight sector in order to determine whether or
not the �eld at geosynchronous orbit typically responds
before the polar cap �Figure ���
In the case of the electric �eld superposition� polar

cap electric �eld data were aligned according to the
solar wind arrival time at the magnetopause so that
time zero coincided with the arrival of the solar wind
change� Additionally� because only the change in the
electric �eld was of interest� the signal mean before
the arrival of the solar wind change was subtracted
from each signal� so E��eld measurements had a zero
mean before the solar wind change� Finally� because
there is no directional information in the spin�plane
components alone �Turner et al�� ������ changes in the
mean of the electric �eld were de�ned as positive �e�g��
if the measured spin plane electric �eld decreased after
the solar wind change� the entire signal for that event
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Figure �� Superpositions of polar cap electric �eld
data� geosynchronous magnetometer data and ground
magnetometer data for ten events�

was multiplied by ����
As shown in Figure �� the electric �eld superposition

for all events reveals a clear change in the mean polar
cap electric �eld� Time zero is de�ned as the arrival
time of the solar wind change at the magnetopause�
and times are plotted in hours� The data show that
the signal started to change by around �� minutes and
a change in the mean of about ��	 mV�m occurred
consistently by about �	 minutes after the solar wind
changes reached the magnetosphere and after �� min�
utes the change was on average about ��� mV�m� with
individual events as high as � mV�m� Panel � shows
all of the individual traces used in the study plotted
together� From this �gure it is evident that the change
in the EFI signals shown in the superposition was the
characteristic response for most events� and thus no
single event overwhelmed the superposition�
Figure � shows the results of the ten�event super�

position of electric and magnetic �eld data� Panel �
shows the solar wind BZ as measured by the WIND
spacecraft� Panel � shows the response measured by
POLAR over the northern polar cap� Note that in
this ten�event subset� it is more di�cult to discern the
exact response time due to �uctuations in the signal
prior to time zero� This may simply be due to statisti�
cal �uctuations� Panel � shows the responses measured
by the GOES � magnetometer� The superposition of
GOES � data in this plot shows a very rapid response
which is approximately the same time as that of the
electric �eld data� Ground responses observed by the
CANOPUS array are shown in panel �� This superpo�
sition indicates a much longer response time� nearly ��
minutes�



	� Discussion

The results presented here provide important infor�
mation about how the magnetosphere begins to pre�
pare for substorm energy unloading� They also speak
to the speed at which information about a solar wind
change can be propagated throughout the magneto�
sphere�
In the June � event� GOES � data showed a re�

sponse to the IMF change before POLAR data re�
sponded� indicating that the electrodynamic coupling
for the low�latitude magnetosphere was evidenced
faster than over the polar cap� Prior work done on in�
formation propagation throughout the magnetosphere
�e�g�� Wilken et al�� ���� and Coroniti� ���	� sug�
gests that wave propagation from the dayside magne�
topause to the nightside magnetosphere near geosyn�
chronous orbit probably travels as a fast mode com�
pression wave� The fact that information about the
IMF change reached GOES � before it reached PO�
LAR implies that the signal propagation method into
the polar cap region is a slower mode of transport� per�
haps at Alfven speeds� This result is supported by the
superposition of the GOES � data� which showed that
for the ten events studied� GOES � observed a response
in the magnetic �eld on about the same timescale as
POLAR� This is also indicative of di
erent propagation
speeds and mechanisms�
The superposed epoch results indicate a consistent

response in the polar cap electric �eld data� This
���event superposition study showed that the mean
electric �eld began to change� on average� about ��
minutes after a southward turning reached the mag�
netopause� After �	 minutes� the change was typically
around ��	 mV�m� and it reached a maximumof about
��� mV�m after �� minutes of southward IMF�
Turner et al� ������ suggested that because the re�

sponse time for the polar cap electric �eld did not
appear to vary over the polar cap regions surveyed
by POLAR that the electric �eld was likely imposed
rapidly over a wide region� This result is consistent
with work by Ridley et al� ������� who found that the
recon�guration of the polar cap ionospheric convection
patterns began in all regions of the polar cap nearly si�
multaneously � over a period of less than one minute�
They concluded that the electric �eld applied across
the cusp must control the entire dayside convection
pattern� consistent with the description by Lockwood

et al� ������� Additionally� the timescales in the Rid�

ley et al� ������ study are a few minutes shorter than
the timescales derived from POLAR data for the high�
altitude cap� This seems to suggest that once the elec�
tric �eld is imposed via the cusp� it a
ects the polar
ionosphere� and then reaches the POLAR spacecraft
�at 	�� RE� via an Alfven wave from the ionosphere�
This is consistent with the aforementioned ionospheric
convection studies and would explain the lack of a sub�
stantial delay seen by POLAR in the nightside cap rel�
ative to the dayside cap� At the same time� information
appears to travel to geosynchronous orbit at a faster

rate� possibly via a fast mode compression wave�
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